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Wake-up calls
How often have you heard that ‘rocks don’t need protecting because they’re
hard’ and ‘invulnerable? Too many, I suspect. But sites do get damaged –
and even lost! In this issue of Earth Heritage, Colin Prosser recounts the
sorry demise of Webster’s Clay Pit and Natalie Bennett flags up a potentially
problematic situation at an SSSI in Brighton. These are wake-up calls that
say the geoconservation message is not always getting across.
Although the damage in these cases is ‘legal’, much damage to geological
sites is illegal, whether through deliberate or inadvertent action. Colin
MacFadyen describes attempts through the Partnership for Action Against
Wildlife Crime to stamp out ‘fossil rustling in them there Scottish hills’!
Of course, changes to site conditions – and the demise or removal of
scientifically important specimens – are not always readily evident.
Jonathan Larwood illustrates the unique benefits of photography as an
effective means of site monitoring and as an aid to conservation.
But Earth Heritage covers a lot more than threats and damage to sites.
We carry reports of two important geoconservation events – the Dublin
Conference and the Fifth UKRIGS Annual Conference – that are showcases
for the vast array of geoconservation initiatives being undertaken in Britain
and internationally. We hope you find something of interest in the wide
range of topics within these pages. If you want to contribute an article, we
welcome your ideas. Contact your local EH editor (details below).
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Delegates to the fifth UKRIGS conference look
down Hafnant, the site of a major debris flow on the
Great Orme in 1993. The limestone pavement RIGS
with its strange ‘perched’ limestone blocks
dominates the foreground.
Photo by Stewart Campbell

Outcrops
Don’t miss AONB opportunity!
Now is the time to act to ensure that
management plans being drawn up for Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs)
incorporate the concept of geodiversity.
AONBs were established in 1949 as part of
the National Parks and Access to the
Countryside Act and since then 41 have been
established covering some 14% of England
and Wales. These are landscape designations
and, as we all know, the landscape owes its
character to the underlying geology and
geomorphology. But the link can be taken
further; the character of picturesque villages
within AONBs is, to a very large part, due to

the use of local stone and the quarrying of
that stone has created many of the sites that
are protected as SSSIs and RIGS.
Under the new Countryside and Rights of
Way Act, local authorities are obliged to work
up a management plan for each AONB. These
plans will be the driving force for future
conservation and countryside work. Being a
landscape designation, there is a great risk
that quarries will continue to be seen as a bad
thing, but appropriate small-scale quarries
that provide local stone must be seen as an
essential aspect of a healthy AONB. The
alternative will be new development based on

imported stone or, worse, artificial stone with
no local provenance. The management plans
are being drawn up right now, so there is an
opportunity to emphasise the importance of
geology in the landscape, the need to promote
geodiversity through the management of old
quarry sites and to promote the continued use
of local stone for ongoing, quality
development. If you have an AONB in your
patch, contact your AONB officer as soon as
you can. Details are on the Countryside
Agency’s web site,
www.countryside.gov.uk/aonb/
– Richard Edmonds,
Dorset County Council

Conferences in 2003
HOLOCENE THEMES IN
BOURNEMOUTH

A photomicrograph illustrating cross-sections
of the plant Rhynia in Rhynie chert. The
preservation is so perfect that individual cells
can be seen.

Because there is no outcrop of the chert,
Aberdeen University researchers drilled the
sub-surface at Rhynie to reveal its nature,
extent and contextual geology.

Photo by Dr Lyall Anderson, National Museums of Scotland

Photo by Dr Lyall Anderson, National Museums of Scotland

New insights into the
Rhynie chert
An international conference planned for
17-20 September, 2003, at the University of
Aberdeen will highlight new details of the
Early Devonian Rhynie chert, the silicified
hot-spring deposit that contains a remarkably
well-preserved fauna and flora.
Fourteen years of research at the University,
and detailed geological mapping, have
resulted in new interpretations of the local
geology of the chert. Much has been
discovered regarding the mineralogy and
geochemistry of this ancient hot-spring
system. The lack of any surface exposure of
the Rhynie cherts at the Rhynie SSSI has
necessitated drilling and trenching to
determine the succession and structure of the
area, and interpret the geological history.
At the conference, convened by Dr Nigel
Trewin and Dr Clive Rice, speakers will
report some new and exciting discoveries.
Recent finds include the oldest-known

harvestman spider, the gametophyte
generation of the plant Rhynia, and a
fossilised nematode worm. This 400 million
year-old ecosystem at Rhynie contains the
most diverse terrestrial and freshwater fauna
and flora of this age from anywhere in the
world. Plants are preserved in 3D, some still
in growth position, and cellular details,
sporangia and spores can be studied. The
fauna of arthropods includes freshwater
crustacea and a euthycarcinoid, together with
terrestrial spider-like trigonotarbids, mites,
centipedes and a springtail (the earliest
known insect).
Further information on the Rhynie chert can
be found on the Rhynie web site at
www.abdn.ac.uk/geology/profiles/rhynie.
The conference e-mail address is
rhynie@abdn.ac.uk.
- Nigel Trewin
University of Aberdeen

A conference on the Holocene is scheduled
for 11 June 2003 at Bournemouth University.
Entitled Conserving our recent past,
provisional themes include: conservation of
active geomorphological processes;
conflicts between different conservation
interests; best/worst practice in the
conservation of unconsolidated materials;
and conservation of peat and soils.
More details can be obtained from Matthew
Bennett at the School of Conservation
Sciences, University of Bournemouth,
Tel: 01202 595352, e-mail:
mbennett@bmth.ac.uk

Geographic info systems
GeoSolutions 2003, billed as a platform on
geographic information systems, will be held
at Earls Court, London, from 16-18
September, 2003.
Features of the show will include a
hydrographic pavilion dedicated to GI
solutions for waters, rivers, ports, coastal
zones or the ocean, and a consultancy
centre with GI experts offering free ideas
and advice. More details from the Web at
www.geosolutions-expo.com.

Calgary stampede?
For the adventurous, there is GeoSciEd IV, a
meeting of the international Geoscience
Education Organisation, for Earth scientists
and those in education, in Calgary, Canada,
from 10-14 August, 2003. The field trips, all
within a day’s drive of Calgary, appear
mouth-watering, taking in The Rockies,
climate change, glaciers, dinosaurs,
Badlands, geohazards, archaeology and
culture, and The Burgess Shale. More details
on the Web at www.geoscied.org
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Outcrops
GET UNDERGROUND
A good way to study geology is to get into
the middle of it. Quarries give one way of
doing that but mines are usually even better.
Now the top 12 ‘underground’ attractions in
Wales have come together as a trail that takes
you to the very heart of the country’s
geological and industrial past.
There are Bronze Age copper mines on the
Great Orme, near Llandudno, and the 19th
Century Sygun Mine, near Beddgelert in the
heart of the Snowdonia National Park, where
innovative industrial developments were
made. There is a silver mine at Llywernog,
near Aberystwyth, and a gold mine at
Dolaucothi, farther south.
Everything you need to know about slate and
its mining and splitting can be found at the
Welsh Slate Museum at Llanberis and the
fairly close Llechwedd Slate Caverns at
Blaenau Ffestiniog. Then there are two other
rather different visitor attractions buried in
hillsides of Welsh slate. Europe’s largest manmade cavern, at Llanberis, houses the Electric

Mountain experience, where a bus takes you
deep into the Dinorwig hydro-electric power
station. Then in the old Braich Goch slate
caverns near Machynlleth, Arthurian legends
are told in King Arthur’s Labyrinth through
spectacular underground settings.
Coal once powered the nation’s industry and
navy while providing warmth and cooking for
millions of people. Only Tower Colliery
remains active in the once mighty South
Wales Coalfield, but Big Pit at the Blaenavon
World Heritage Site and Lewis Methyr at the
Rhondda Heritage Park are now open for
visitors.
For those who prefer their underground
experience to be more natural, there are the
three limestone caves at the National Show
Caves - Dan yr Ogof in the upper Swansea
Valley with their displays of stalactites and
stalagmites and evidence of occupation since
the Bronze Age.
To round off, or start, the trail take a visit to

the Evolution of Wales
Gallery at the National
Museums and
Galleries of Wales in
Cardiff. Here, a
fabulous display of
rocks, minerals and
fossils of all kinds
are displayed
together with reconstructions
and dioramas and brought to life by sound,
light and film.
If you want to know more about rocks and
minerals, to see how miners won them from
the depths or simply explore underground,
this is the trail for you. For further
information on locations, opening times and
the trail entry offer visit the web site at
www.wales-underground.org.uk or
www.cymru-dan-y-ddaer.org.uk for the Welsh
version.
– Barry Thomas and Anna Bullen
Institute of Rural Studies, University of Wales

Probing soft-sediment management
Much of English Nature casework centres on
how to manage soft sediments – materials
such as Quaternary sands, gravels and clay
deposits, but also older deposits such as
Tertiary and Mesozoic clays.

contracted Symonds to
undertake a literature
search, case study review
and interviews with a
number of experienced
Quaternary geologists.

The problems are generally related to
instability and the sites most commonly
involved are active and disused quarries, road
cuttings and cliff sections. The current
planning policy to redevelop brown-field sites
often results in developers investigating
solutions for stabilising slopes to reduce the
long-term risk of instability and associated
management and liability issues. As a result,
geological sections are more often than not
regraded and seeded, or engineered using soil
nailing or stabilising matting.

English Nature has
continued by contracting
Wardell Armstrong to
investigate why slopes
fail on geological sites.
Purfleet is one of the soft-sediment sites that may benefit from the
They will then mount a
studies.
Photo by Natalie Bennett/English Nature
detailed study of the
stabilisation and amelioration measures, their
Wardell Armstrong will also help produce a
impacts on site interests and their success as
handbook for planners, engineers and
engineering solutions. Reasons for failure and
developers on the importance of geology, the
the success of schemes on specific sites will
need to access geological sections, the
be investigated. Wardell Armstrong will also
impacts of engineering schemes on accessing
In an effort to better understand why
investigate alternative schemes adopted on
geological sequences and an appraisal of the
developers often appear to ‘over-engineer’
the continent to protect geological and
stabilisation options. The handbook will be
sites, English Nature and the Office of the
archaeological sites. This work will be
available during the summer of 2003.
Deputy Prime Minister have commissioned a
published as an English Nature Research
series of research projects to investigate
Report to download from the web site during
In addition, the Minerals Industry Sustainable
elements of this subject. Initially, ODPM
summer 2003.
Technology Programme, which is part funded
by the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund,
UKRIGS handbook now online
has financial support available to develop
The UKRIGS Handbook is now online at www.ukrigs.org.uk. This will contain the definitive list
new techniques. Opportunities exist to
for RIGS contacts and will be updated on a regular basis. Navigation of the web site has been
develop new methods for modelling slope
helped by the inclusion of a map and a listing by country and group. The handbook’s final
stability and the range of engineering
couple of chapters should be finished shortly. However, the contacts section is ongoing. Hard
techniques available. Further information can
copies of the Handbook are available from the UKRIGS HQ at the National Stone Centre,
be found on www.miro.co.uk/mist
Wirksworth, Derbyshire, tel: 01629 824833 or email: nsc@nationalstonecentre.org.uk. Copies of
the UKRIGS 2001 conference proceedings are also available from the National Stone Centre at
£15 (black and white) and £25 (full colour).
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– Natalie Bennett, English Nature

Outcrops
Mineral
collecting –
is tighter
control the
route to
follow?

At Roughton Gill, Caldbeck Fells, over-collection from the mine dumps has
depleted parts of the resource.
Photo by Mick Murphy/English Nature

The action of mineral collectors has raised
several issues, with reports of ‘irresponsible
collecting’ from a number of sites.
Hope’s Nose SSSI, Devon, is a site of unique
gold-bearing mineralisation in Devonian
limestones. Over a number of years, intensive
and unconsented collecting, using heavy-duty
rock-saws, has removed the gold-bearing vein
and the site is now effectively destroyed. The
only place a sample can now be seen is in the
Natural History Museum, London. It is no
longer possible to observe this unique
geological feature in its original context.
On the Caldbeck Fells, Skiddaw Group SSSI,
Cumbria, over-collecting from mine dumps
and mineral veins has depleted parts of the
mineralogical resource. The Lake District
National Park Authority (LDNPA) has been
seriously concerned about the damage, and
the impact of mineral collecting on the
landscape and on sites of archaeological
interest. Consequently, it has introduced a
permit system for mineral collecting to ensure
valid scientific motives for collecting. Is this
the way collecting on other mineral sites
should be treated?
How can a balance between mineral
collecting and conservation be achieved?
Collecting is fundamental to mineralogical
research, and important for educational
purposes. Some, however, see minerals as
being aesthetically pleasing and of
commercial value. A thought-provoking
conference Mineral collecting and
conservation – hammering out a future? aims
to discuss these issues, and the best way of
conserving the available mineral resource for
future use by all interest groups.
Mineral collecting and conservation –
hammering out a future? is a one-day
conference being held at the University of
Salford on 16 April 2003. For more
information contact
hannah.townley@english-nature.org.uk

And the winners are...
Kyle Primary School pupils from the Kyle of
Lochalsh, are the overall winners of the
2002 ‘Rock On’ poster competition for
schools – a spin-off from Scottish Geology
Week 2001. This now-annual artwork
competition attracted entries from 70
schools across Scotland. The aim was to get
pupils to think about the forces and
processes that formed their local mountain
or hill. With 2002 being the International
Year of Mountains, the competition was
themed ‘How your local mountain (or hill)
was formed’.
Entries were judged by the Rock on Your
Mountain organising committee and the
prizegiving took place at the British
Geological Survey Open Day in Edinburgh
in September. A winning poster was selected
from each age group category: pupils from
Kyle Primary School and Greenwards
Primary School from Elgin won the primary
school categories; pupils from Knox
Academy in Haddington and Oban High,
Argyll won the senior school categories.
Kyle Primary pupils were the overall
winners and their prize includes the services

Pupils from Kyle Primary with (from left):
Dr Stuart Monro (Our Dynamic Earth), Mrs
Caroline Ross (Head of Kyle Primary) and
Dr Chris Browitt (Director, BGS Scotland).
Photo by Fergus MacTaggart, BGS

of a geologist for the day to visit Jurassic
rocks on Skye, planned for Spring 2003. Dr
Neil Clark from the Hunterian Museum in
Glasgow, who is Scotland’s leading authority
on dinosaurs, will be the leader. Kyle’s
chosen hill was Dun Cann on the Isle of
Raasay.
- Colin MacFadyen, Scottish Natural Heritage

Thoroughly irresponsible collecting
Regular readers of Earth Heritage will know of
attempts by Scottish Natural Heritage to
repatriate fossils raided from Scotland
(including those taken from one of its most
important SSSIs, Birk Knowes) and sold to
the Humboldt Museum in Berlin.
What is becoming clear from Scottish Natural
Heritage correspondence with the Humboldt
University, under whose auspices the
Humboldt Museum is run, is that the curator

who purchased the collection from a German
amateur collector cannot identify precisely
where most of ‘his’ Scottish fossils come
from (although the Birk Knowes specimens
are labelled and of enormous scientific value).
The lack of locality detail highlights the
thoroughly irresponsible collecting practices
of the original collector. Without this
information, the specimens are as good as
useless to geological science.
– Colin MacFadyen, Scottish Natural Heritage
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Outcrops
Scotland ready to Rock On
Scottish Natural Heritage is again
co-ordinating another Scotland-wide festival
of events to bring geology to the people of
Scotland. This biennial event, formerly called
Scottish Geology Week, will be run between
13-29 September and will be known as Rock
On - Scottish Geology Festival 2003.
The launch is likely to be at Our Dynamic
Earth in Edinburgh. The theme of this year’s
event will be Ice, to tie in with the centenary
of the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition,
led by William Speirs Bruce, Scotland’s most
eminent polar explorer.
As in other years, the organisation of ‘Rock
On’ will be a partnership effort, bringing

Alex Barnard of the Countryside Council
for Wales savours conferences with
Natural and Cultural Landscapes – the
geological foundation and also enjoys the
atmosphere of Dublin

Sunshine
and
enlightenment
As a newcomer to conferences, there was an
underlying nervousness acting as a curb to
my enthusiasm. The weather provided a most
brilliant natural backdrop to the set stage. I
strolled along the cobbles, through elaborate
archways and into Dublin Castle.
The opening speech was perhaps allegorical,
as Seamus Heaney commented on the
importance of the co-existence of poetry and
geology in Ireland. Put simply, ‘giving glory
to things because they are’. Although I have
never liked Heaney’s poems in the past
(potatoes like baby’s heads?), his mannerisms
and empathy gave them a life that I had
never been able to conjure. His was a hard
act to follow, but the charm and wit of
Padhraig Kennan (University of Ireland,
Dublin) kept the crowd entertained
(throughout the entire geological history of
Ireland!).
There was much contradiction and debate
within the conference. I am sure many
delegates came with hidden-agendas. Some
of the true grit came up in commentary on
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together the National Museums of Scotland,
Hunterian Museum, British Geological
Survey, Our Dynamic Earth, Scottish
geological societies and Scottish Natural
Heritage. As with previous Scottish Geology
programmes, we anticipate well over 100
events across the country. Events in the past
have been fun, formal, informal and for all
ages, and have included: geological rambles;
lectures and talks; a geo-orientated artwork
competition for school pupils; rock and fossil
forays; and rock ‘surgeries’.
When organising ‘Rock On’, the aim is to
make geology and Earth science in general
available to everyone. We’d like to be able to
further the knowledge of those already

interested, but more importantly, it’s our
aspiration to capture the interest of those who
have little or no knowledge of the subject.
Events are not necessarily centred on the
promotion of scientific knowledge and are
often linked with allied subject areas.
In the spring or early summer, the recently
developed www.scottishgeology.com website
will list all the events taking place. Closer to
the event itself, a national and local publicity
drive will bring news of ‘Rock On’ and what
it has to offer to as many people as possible.
– Colin MacFadyen, Chair of ‘Rock On’ and
Diane Mitchell, ‘Rock On’ events co-ordinator
■ If you want to provide an event for ‘Rock
On’ 2003, contact Diane Mitchell at the
National Museums of Scotland on 0131 225
7534, or by e-mail at d.mitchell@nms.ac.uk
before the end of January.

the Giant’s
Causeway,
Northern Ireland.
There was an
ongoing tirade by
geologists
unhappy with the
management of
this World
Heritage Site. For
some it was
perhaps the first
time they had
had an
opportunity to
comment. For
others it was a
The Northern European Progeo working group in Dublin.
Photo by Vladimir Makarikhin
time to reiterate
more subtle
of sites and a scientific basis for
accusations regarding the bad management
management.
of UK World Heritage Sites.
Perhaps the most entertaining diatribe came
from a humorous hydrologist, David Ball.
His eloquent dissection of Irish cartography
and its ‘helpful’ effort to document
contaminated wells amused a still-recovering
audience, as well as mocking an outdated
system.
Due to the nature of the conference there had
been numerous references to ‘management
planning’ and site selection. Yet it was not
until Bill Wimbledon (Countryside Council
for Wales) detailed the process that anyone
had addressed the subject. He raced through
the ‘slumber zone’ after-lunch session with
Site Management – A Widely Applicable,
Practical Approach. Within this context, he
laid out the geoconservation community’s
responsibility for thorough documentation

The Scottish tribe was out in force with thick
accents and bushy beards setting them out
from the crowd! Recent achievements such
as Knockan Crag set a high standard for
future interpretative centres. With 100 per
cent of their geological management
planning completed (an impressive record!),
SNH is now working to create a better
understanding and appreciation of the
landscape. This must be a very exiting time
for those involved (Colin MacFadyen,
Andrew McMillan) as there is a real
satisfaction in being able to explain the
fantastic natural processes and timescale that
we (as geologists) take for granted.
There was much talk for the need to produce
clear and concise geological information –
not, as some mistakenly assumed, a

Outcrops
Brighton rocked by
cliff dilemma

Fund will
help
open
quarry to
visitors
The British Institute for Geological Conservation has received funds from the Aggregates
Levy Sustainability Fund for Wales to purchase Capel Horeb Quarry. This disused quarry, of
late Ludlow and possibly lower Pridoli siltstones and sandstones, near Llandovery, Powys,
has yielded very important discoveries of both plant and animal fossils. The SSSI has been
described in two Geological Conservation Review Volumes (No. 9 - Palaeozoic
Palaeobotany, and No. 19 - British Silurian Stratigraphy).
The plan is to clear and make safe the quarry and to document the site before opening it to
visitors sometime next summer. The quarry will then be used to further the scientific and
educational interests of geology and geological conservation.
Photo by Barry Thomas/University of Wales

dumbing-down of the science. But, an
attempt to make available to the public, in
plain English, just how incredible some of
these sites are. This is something that again
SNH has taken on board and, I would
venture to say, are world leaders at.
A few of the more site-specific talks
(Bulgarians, Slovenians and Italians) hinged
on individual areas containing several sites.
The umbrella of UNESCO shelters a number
of programmes, the individual geosites and
collective geoparks programmes. These were
put forward by the very European Wolfgang
Eder. It is worth noting that Ireland has two
geoparks, the Copper coast and the Cuilcagh
Marble Arch.
Tea breaks were occasional, sometimes
welcome, but never quiet, with many
speakers running over time. There seemed to
be a desire by the speakers to expand upon
their talks and an audience wanting to know
more about individual sites and the
variations within Europe. So, over a cup of
tea and some tasty French patisserie, various
speakers continued...
For those invitees not giving a talk, there was
an opportunity to discuss their posters.
Present were all the usual eye-catching
material about dinosaurs, volcanoes and
mapping techniques, but hidden in the corner
there was also an important bit of Wales. A
poster on the Welsh Ordovician International
Stratotypes, from John Davies
(Countryside Council for Wales) was a real
gem of information (some people lost in that
corner of the room were asked to leave by
the cleaners - after hours!).
Other standout speakers included an

incredibly informative whirlwind tour
through the graptolitic facies in Poland by
Christopher Miskiewicz. Italian
geoconservationists embarked upon an epic
virtual-tour and investigation of the
Sardinian mining geopark. The Russian talk
by Olga Mironenko, although a little
difficult to hear at times, was a success. She
introduced the study of local lore in Russia.
And then there was Jonathan Larwood
(English Nature) who led a pictorial
journey around the flora of geological sites
in England.
On the last night, the European ProGEO
members headed into Dublin town centre to
sample the culture. Unfortunately the
ringleader so far, Bill Wimbledon, had been
tired out by not only organising many of the
foreign travel arrangements, but also
organising and running a ProGEO
conference within the conference. A new
ProGEO chairman was elected, Dr
Francesco Zarlenga. Bill deservedly opted
for an early night. The fires were kept
burning, but vast quantities of Guinness put
them out. As the curtain closed on the final
night, there was a general sense of goodwill
and friendship between all the European
partners and a sense that the players had
taken their part in what may, in the future, be
considered a benchmark for geological
conservation.

The cliff behind Brighton Marina includes the
Geological Conservation Review site known
as Black Rock, forming the western end of
Brighton to Newhaven Site of Special
Scientific Interest. The site is noted for rock
falls that, historically, would have been
removed by the sea. In fact there are many
postcards from the early 1900s showing falls
along the cliffs at Black Rock prior to the
marina being built.
However, since the marina was built, the
under-cliff area is no longer washed by the
tide. Despite objections from English Nature,
Brighton and Hove Council has recently
granted itself planning permission for works
to stabilise the face at Black Rock, following
a series of rock falls. The proposed works
would obscure the interest to the detriment of
the scientific and educational value of the
site. English Nature has asked the Secretary
of State to call in the application, but is also
talking to Brighton and Hove and the
Government Office for the South East to try
to find an acceptable solution for all
concerned.
Black Rock is of national scientific
importance for its Quaternary landforms and
deposits, but is equally important for the
educational opportunities that it provides. The
site is also part of the RIGS network. There is
a cross section through an ancient cliff line
and its associated cliff-fall material, with
overlying raised beach and head deposits.
These deposits have yielded important
mammal remains, such as mammoth, woolly
rhinoceros, horse, bison and whale. The lower
sequence at Black Rock, the raised beach, is
estimated to be around 200,000 years old.
Black Rock is widely used by groups ranging
from local schools to universities, who come
to see the clean, unvegetated cross section
through the cliff line.
– Natalie Bennett, English Nature
Black Rock SSSI.

Photo by Colin Prosser/English Nature

The delegates opting to see the best sites in
Ireland and perhaps risking a soaking in the
September weather were waking up to an
Irish mist, which quickly burned off.
Leaving in its wake, for perhaps the first
time in geological history, the sun shining on
a field trip!
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The fifth UKRIGS Conference (2-5
October, 2002) at the Loreto Centre,
Llandudno, North Wales, was hosted by
NEWRIGS (North-east Wales RIGS
Group), Gwynedd & Môn RIGS Group and
the Countryside Council for Wales.
Dr Ken Addison (Chairman of UKRIGS)
opened the event, which was titled RIGS:
Providing Geodiversity, thanking the
Countryside Council for Wales, English
Nature and Scottish Natural Heritage for
funding the event.
Thursday morning was devoted to talks and
demonstrations, with keynote speaker
Jonathan Larwood (English Nature)
giving a comprehensive definition of
sustainability and geodiversity. He
explained how geodiversity shapes and
characterises the landscape and the
environment and used the ‘Dudley Bug’ as
an excellent example of how geodiversity
can be used to promote a sense of local
pride. He described how Local
Geodiversity Action Plans (LGAPS) and
the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund
can help deliver sustainable management.
Cheryl Jones (Herefordshire and
Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust)
demonstrated some of the main features of
a geoconservation database that she had
developed with Craig Slawson
(Staffordshire Ecological Records). This
had been designed specifically to meet the
data requirements of voluntary
organisations, particularly those
specialising in site recording and
geological conservation. Craig explained
that the database structure was compatible
with the National Biodiversity Network
(NBN) data structure. A free trial was
offered to interested parties with the
promise that the system was user-friendly!
Derek France (Chester College,
NEWRIGS) introduced the delegates to
the new UKRIGS website. He explained
that it contains an archive of UKRIGS
newsletters and conference abstracts, and
that it has links to appropriate sites of
interest. He envisaged that the site would
eventually include an image gallery of
RIGS and urged groups to send him
information about their sites.
Andrew Jenkinson (Shropshire RIGS)
rounded off the morning with Interpreting
Shropshire Geology. He explained that it
was difficult to encourage the public to
appreciate Shropshire’s geodiversity, when
much of it had to be gleaned from small
exposures and roadside cuttings. However,
he argued that the public could be ‘moved’
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UKRIGS goes to

Wales
The Rhoscolyn field trip gave UKRIGS delegates an opportunity to take in panoramic views
across north-west Anglesey, and to see some of the finest folding in Britain. The first stop was to
see the memorial to the late Professor Dennis Wood.
Photo by Stewart Campbell

by simple models describing continental
drift, by images of ‘Silurian seas’ and by
concepts of environmental changes over
massive timescales. In this way, the
Shropshire landscape could be brought to
life!
The afternoon was spent on the Great
Orme’s Head. The weather was fantastic,
allowing delegates spectacular views to
Anglesey and Snowdonia. The first stop
was Bishop’s Quarry near the summit of
the Orme. Here, Margaret Wood
(Gwynedd and Môn RIGS Group) and
Ray Roberts (Countryside Council for
Wales - CCW) outlined the Carboniferous
geology and its importance for research
and education. Some of the myriad
designations (two GCR sites, at least four
different RIGS, SAC, biological SSSI,
Country Park etc.) were outlined. Sally
Pidcock (Country Park Warden), talked
about the management issues in country
parks and highlighted some of the remedial
works undertaken to ensure that the
Bishop’s Quarry part of the site was safe
for public access.
A short walk around the quarry took us to
a soil profile registered as a RIGS in 1999
– an example of a lithomorphic soil or
ranker. John Conway (Royal Agricultural
College, Cirencester) emphasised the
importance of soil sites and outlined some
of the issues associated with their
conservation in Wales. He described how
the Welsh RIGS groups had established a
Wales-wide network of soil sites for

education purposes. Delegates then walked
westward to the main area of limestone
pavement on the Orme. Along the way, the
magnificent terrace fringing the Orme,
composed of glacial and mass movement
deposits, was discussed. At the limestone
pavement (another RIGS), Stewart
Campbell (CCW) briefly introduced the
party to karstic landforms and processes,
and outlined some of the problems in
documenting and managing limestone
pavement sites. John Conway described
projects that he and Cynthia Burek
(Chester College and NEWRIGS) had
carried out with their students on the Welsh
pavement sites, including the Great Orme.
The next stop was on the north side of the
Orme, above a small valley known as
Hafnant. In 1993, following prolonged
rainfall, huge quantities of sediment and
boulders had been flushed from the valley
onto the narrow Marine Drive below. This,
and over 20 similar debris flows, inundated
the perimeter road which had to be closed
for nine months. Ken Addison explained
the trigger factors responsible, and the
educational value of the site (another
RIGS!).
The party moved on to a guided tour of the
Great Orme’s Bronze Age copper mines.
After an introduction from the site’s owner
and developer, Tony Hammond, the
delegates explored the 3,500-year-old
passages. They found it hard to believe that
copper was extracted in such cramped
conditions and with such limited

technology, and marvelled at the extent and
dedication of the privately funded work.
The mines were also recently recognised
for their mineralogical importance by the
MINESCAN review (Issue 13), and are
now part of the 43-strong Welsh
mineralogical SSSI network. Where better,
then, to launch a new publication, Mineral
Treasures of Wales? Written by consultant
mineralogist John Mason, this joint CCW
and National Museums & Galleries of
Wales venture aims to make one of
geology’s most demanding subjects
accessible to a wider audience.
In the evening, delegates rounded off a
packed day by exploring the geological
town trail for Llandudno produced by
NEWRIGS.
Peter Doyle (University of Greenwich)
provided Friday’s keynote address,
Promoting geodiversity awareness using
urban geology. He observed that
geoconservation is normally site-based,
with SSSI and RIGS boundaries separating
‘special’ or valued features from ‘worthless
outside’ areas. He argued that we should
also look outside these artificial
boundaries, particularly to urban areas
where the public could interact with
geology on a daily basis. He noted that
people were often sadly unaware of the
geological materials around them or their
origins, and cited the reconstruction of the
Geology and Inhabitants Of The Ancient
World at the Crystal Palace Park, London,
as an excellent example how the geological
environment can be represented within an
urban setting.
Richard Edmonds (Dorset County
Council) presented an overview of the
newly designated Dorset and East Devon
Coast World Heritage Site. This coast
contains a virtually complete Mesozoic
record, nine internationally important fossil
sites and a diverse range of modern
geomorphological processes. Richard
explained that the bid for World Heritage
status was developed and supported by the
Dorset and Devon County Councils and the
Dorset Coast Forum. Factors such as
education, tourism, economic development
and initiatives to develop conservation and
research were included in the bid. World
Heritage designation was not just about
mass tourism – education, special interest
and out-of-season visits were important, too.
Mark Campbell (Gloucestershire
Geoconservation) stressed that it was
extremely important for RIGS groups to
obtain the correct insurance for their
activities. He reported that he was currently

negotiating to obtain a ‘group deal’ for the
Western Association of RIGS Groups, and
suggested that this could form a template
for other groups.
Mike Browne (Lothian & Borders, Fife
and Tayside RIGS Group) discussed the
promotion of geodiversity in Scotland and
presented the Scottish RIGS Groups
Annual Report (2001-2002). He reported
that there are three active RIGS groups in
Scotland (those above plus the recently
formed Stirling and Clackmannan). He
outlined their achievements, but pointed
out that Scotland has lagged behind the rest
of the UK in making available its share of
the Aggregates Tax Levy. He hoped that
local authorities would recognise the
importance of RIGS, and that funds would
become available for a Scottish RIGS post.
Alistair Fleming (Staffordshire RIGS)
noted that public understanding of the
geological environment is extremely poor
in comparison to its perception of the
biosphere. Similarly, primary school and
science teachers tend to have a limited
geological background. This is an
opportunity for RIGS groups to liaise with
schools to promote sites for education.
Thursday afternoon was dedicated to a
field trip to Rhoscolyn on the north-west
coast of Anglesey. Here, delegates had a
repeat of the fantastic weather, and were
led around one of Britain’s most
spectacular and researched structural
geology sites by experts Jack and Sue
Treagus. Margaret Wood (Gwynedd and
Môn - G&M - RIGS Group) described
current work being undertaken to produce
a geological field guide for the area. First
stop, appropriately, was the memorial to
Dennis Wood who, with Margaret, had
started the project (Issue 16). Delegates
(some 70, including invited guests from the
North Wales Wildlife Trust) were treated to
a massive range of text-book structures and
breath-taking coastal scenery.

off-road vehicles by Bryn Waldron
(Hanson’s Quarry Manager).
Rob Crossley (G&M RIGS Group)
explained the nature of the laccolithic
intrusion and the unusually homogenous
nature of the ‘granodiorite’. Delegates also
saw G & M RIGS’ meeting rooms in the
quarry complex, kindly provided by
Hanson.
Conference Proceedings should be
available in early 2003, from: The
Secretary, University College Worcester,
Henwick Grove, Worcester, Worcestershire,
WR2 6AJ. Tel: 01905 855425; e-mail:
c.jones@worc.ac.uk or from the National
Stone Centre, Porter Lane, Middleton-byWirksworth, Derbyshire, DE4 4LS. Tel:
01629 824833; e-mail:
ukrigs@nationalstonecentre.org.uk.
– Cheryl Jones, UKRIGS Secretary
Elaine Tilson, NEWRIGS
Stewart Campbell, CCW

Below: UKRIGS delegates traverse the faultguided cliffs at the back of Porth Saint during
the Rhoscolyn field trip. (Alternatively, it has
been suggested that these are actually
UKRIGS lemmings, contemplating the
chances of selective preservation after taking
their leap!)
Photo by Stewart Campbell

The UKRIGS AGM was held on Saturday
morning. Ken Addison and Alan Cutler
were re-elected as Chairman and Treasurer
respectively. Mike Browne, Cynthia Burek
and John Reynolds were also re-elected
and are joined by four new executive
committee members - Mark Campbell,
Andrew Jenkinson, Maxine Morgan and
Peter Jones. Cheryl Jones was elected as
Secretary.
Saturday afternoon comprised an optional
visit to nearby Penmaenmawr Quarry.
Here, delegates were shown around
Hanson’s massive workings in a fleet of
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The camera

never lies...
Jonathan Larwood
English Nature,
on why photographic
monitoring is such a
valuable site
management tool
A
he photograph is the best tool
for understanding and
managing change on a
geological site. Where
vegetation is unmanaged and
encroaching, rock face degradation and
scree build-up can be difficult to spot.
However, a good photographic record
makes any changes much more
apparent.

T

In 1970, a guide was published for the geological trail established at Wren’s Nest, and an aerial photograph
(late 1960s) was used to illustrate the cover. The photograph is reproduced above and compared with a 2001
aerial photograph. Though the angle of shot is different, the changes in 30 years are very obvious. Overall,
vegetation and woodland are far more significant on the Reserve and development around (and within) the
Reserve is clear: a farmhouse has been demolished (A) and a pub (B) and a regional training college (C) built.

The Wren's Nest National Nature Reserve,
Dudley, is an excellent example of how
worthwhile photographic monitoring can
be. The NNR was designated in 1957. It
has been well illustrated by drawings,
paintings and photography that have
documented the change from large-scale
quarrying and mining, which ceased in
1924, and the subsequent gradual
succession and diversification of habitat.
In the late 1960s, a geological trail was
established for the Reserve. This includes a
range of sections through the Much
Wenlock Limestone and wider vistas of
reef knolls and former limestone mine
workings. The trail not only helps manage
visitors, it has become central to managing
the geological interest. It was realised in
the early 1990s that photographic
monitoring was the best way of gaining a
better understanding of how vegetation,
scree and unstable sections were changing
– information essential to managing the
Reserve.

Photos by Tim Coleshaw and Wren’s Nest
wardens as part of the Reserve’s
photographic monitoring.
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Photo 2001, courtesy of Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council

Though numerous photographs had been
taken, they were not systematic. However, a
number of repeat photographs did exist
from points on the trail. It was decided to
use the trail as a basis for fixed-point
(tripod-mounted) photography. Over the
years, the archive of existing photographs
has been extended and new fixed points
added. Photographs are now taken on a
five-year cycle and more regularly where a
more detailed record is required (for

instance, where risks from fossil collecting
are known or where visitor erosion may be
a problem). The photographs are taken
from the same point, at approximately the
same time of year (early summer) and at
the same time of day, so the angle of light
is similar. The results have started to
answer questions about the levels of
vegetation encroachment, scree build-up
and collapse which were previously
uncertain.

Locality:
Quarry Trench,
Mons Hill

Locality:
Reef Knoll
vista

Locality:
The Fossil
Trench

1990

1990

1990

How the
main vertical
fracture has
grown
1995

1995

1995

2001

2000

2000

This trench was originally excavated in the
18th Century to gain access to the pure
limestone of the Upper Quarried Limestone
Member. It exposes a section through the
Lower Elton Formation, Upper Quarried
Limestone Member and Nodular Member.
It was cleared to help establish the trail.
In 1995 the section was becoming
overgrown, but it has now been returned to
its former prime.

In 1990, the reef knolls were clearly visible
from the south. Tree planting was
undertaken to encourage people to stay on
the path, and also to soften the landscaping
around the path. In 1995, the young trees
are starting to take hold, but by 2000 the
once impressive reef knoll vista is obscured.
The trees have now been reduced in height,
opening up the vista again.

Further reading
Roworth, P.C., 1991. Fixed Point
Photography. The Photographic Journal,
Volume 131, p 304-306

Though not part of the geological trail, this
view was part of the Reserve experience
and emphasises the need to monitor the
Reserve as a whole, not just the geological
trail.

Excellent rippled bedding planes of the
uppermost Nodular Member are exposed
here. The plane surfaces are fractured as a
result of mining subsidence and the section
has progressively collapsed. The surface
also has occasional complete crinoids which
have been illicitly collected, causing further
collapse. The series of photographs
demonstrates the gradual opening of the
main vertical fracture (arrowed) and
subsequent dramatic failure of the bedding
plane in 2001. Because of the unstable
nature of the face, access to the Fossil
Trench is now restricted by a security fence.

How photography can benefit your site
Wren’s Nest graphically demonstrates the
value of fixed-point photographic
monitoring.
The same technique is valuable for any
geological site in a number of ways:
● Photographs show vegetation
encroachment and scree build-up
which are often otherwise
imperceptible.
● By demonstrating where change is
occurring, you can prioritise site
management - there may be areas
where scrub clearance is required

annually and others where every three
years is adequate.
● Photographs allow you to monitor the
impact of site use. Are paths becoming
eroded and is collecting geological
specimens depleting or damaging the
resource?
● Where instability is a problem,
photographs allow you to measure how
often collapse occurs and when
particular sections are becoming more
dangerous and need fencing.
● In the longer term, photographs can
show the public that the management

of trees and scrub is important,
particularly where the perception is
that the trees have always been there.
● Although it has taken some time for
digital photography to reach the high
standard set by ‘film’, the situation is
rapidly changing and the method now
offers distinct advantages. We plan
to return to this subject in a future
issue.
Photography is essential to geological
site management and provides an
invaluable archive for future reference.
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Colin Prosser,
Head of Earth Sciences, English Nature

Webster’s Clay Pit SSSI

Going...

he total destruction
of a geological SSSI
is thankfully a very
rare occurrence. It
can, however, happen, as was
the case with Webster's Clay
Pit SSSI, a former pit in the
centre of Coventry, West
Midlands.
Webster’s Clay Pit was selected
for the Geological Conservation
Review as part of the
Westphalian site network. The
quarry faces exposed
sandstones and mudstones,
representing the only available
exposure of alluvial plain deposits within
the Enville Formation. The site had also
yielded a distinctive fossil flora,
reflecting more humid conditions than
other sites of the same age. It was the
best site in Great Britain for studying
Walchia-like conifers of the Upper
Palaeozoic.

T

Legal precedence
When Webster’s Clay pit was notified as an
SSSI in the mid 1980s, a planning
permission to landfill the site was already
in place, and thus took legal precedence
over the SSSI designation. Around 1986, as
the reality of loss of the site to landfill
loomed, strong representations were made
Webster’s Clay Pit demise
Photos by Colin Prosser/English Nature

volumes 26 and 31). The loss of the
site was reported and debated in
both national and local press at the
time.

Vulnerability

going...
by the geological community, the Nature
Conservancy Council and other local
nature conservation bodies. However,
control over the outcome lay fully with
Coventry City Council, and the only option
open to conservationists was to try and
persuade the Council to change its plans.
The Council was keen to infill the quarry
to create recreational green space in a
relatively deprived urban area. It regarded
this need as much greater than the need to
retain a geological SSSI. In 1991, English
Nature put forward a compromise scheme
allowing both green space and a geological
face to be retained, but this was not
accepted and the battle to save the site was
lost (see Earth Science Conservation

Since the early 1990s, landfill of the
site has continued and is now
complete, with absolutely nothing of
geological interest remaining. The
progressive disappearance of this
site is recorded in the three
photographs which accompany this
article. It serves as a reminder that
geological sites are vulnerable to damage
and that there is still much to be done to
raise awareness before all local
communities understand and value geology
to a point where they refuse to let
development destroy this important part of
our natural heritage.
To end on a positive note, this site did not
– as some sites do – disappear without the
scientific community having chance to
study it. It was described in the Geological
Conservation Review volume on British
Upper Carboniferous Stratigraphy, and its
photograph appeared in the Nature
Conservancy Council’s 1990 publication,
Earth Science Conservation in Great
Britain – A strategy, to illustrate threats to
disused pits. ■

gone...
but not forgotten
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Grab a Grant!
Natalie Bennett,
English Nature

S

English Nature can allocate its
Sustainability Fund money to conserve and
enhance geological and geomorphological
features. Geological projects must show
environmental benefits for geological
conservation or biodiversity and
demonstrate a clear link to aggregate
extraction and associated activities.
While the grants scheme is already
supporting a number of valuable projects,
English Nature is keen to encourage more
community-based applications.
Key grant areas are:
Works on sites of local geological interest
● Site assessment
● Practical site management
● Interpretation/education
● Ongoing management and monitoring
● Land purchase
● Removal of the threat of future
damaging aggregate extraction
Strategic work
● Local Geodiversity Action Plans
● Project officers
● Company Geodiversity Action Plans
Access and accessibility
● Transport to sites
● Safe paths and disabled access
● Intellectual access via website, books,
museums
Specimen rescue and recovery
● Recovery of important geological
specimens unearthed during extraction
Further information about English Nature’s
Sustainability Fund Grants Scheme can be
found on www.english-nature.org.uk.
The grants team can be contacted on 01476
584821. A grant application pack guide is
obtainable via these contacts. ■

Quick-release funding
sparks woolly rhino bone-anza
English Nature’s Grants
Manager can award grants on
project applications for less
than £50,000 between grants
panel meetings.
One reason for this is to allow
support for geological projects
that require a quick decision –
as is the case for rescue digs.
£15,000 worth of support for
Birmingham University and
Lafarge Aggregates enabled
the rescue of a near-complete
woolly rhino skeleton from an
active sand and gravel working
in Staffordshire.

Photo by Birmingham University Field Archaeology Unit

ince the article on English
Nature’s Sustainability Fund
Grants Scheme in Earth
Heritage 18, the organisation’s
grants panel has awarded 37 grants,
totalling almost £3 million. To date, eight
grants worth £350,000 have been
awarded for purely geological projects.
Five more projects combining geological
and biodiversity aims have also been
supported. All of these projects will be
completed by March 2004.

While undertaking an archaeological
watching brief at Whitemoor Haye Quarry,
near Alrewas, the University team was
alerted to bones in the bucket of the digger
working at the active face. Realising the
significance of the find, but not being
specialists in that field, the archaeological
team called on the Quaternary mammal
specialists Andy Currant (Natural History
Museum) and Danielle Schreve (Royal
Holloway, University of London).
Following an initial assessment, it was

agreed that the remains needed to be
collected and taken away for examination. In
addition, it was important that the working
face was monitored for the remaining bones.
English Nature issued the grant immediately
to allow specialists to monitor the working
face for the remaining rhino bones. Since
the original find, the remains of three further
woolly rhinos have been discovered there!
Once all of the bones have been examined
they will be placed on display with public
access, hopefully closer to where they were
originally unearthed

New museum will boost awareness
of aggregates discoveries
English Nature has awarded a grant to the
Friends of Ludlow Museum, Shropshire, for a
number of projects in their new exhibition
area. The aim was to improve public access
to discoveries made during aggregate
extraction and to promote the importance of
the industry to geological conservation and
wider community issues in Shropshire.
During extraction at a sand and gravel site in

Shropshire, the remains of a woolly mammoth
were uncovered. Due to the specific
conditions required to display Quaternary
remains, the bones have not been accessible
to the public for 15 years. The grant will pay
for low-air-exchange display cases to house
original bones from the Shropshire mammoth.
The grant is also paying for the opening
exhibition in the Museum, which will celebrate
the better accessibility of the mammoth
remains and the rôle that aggregate extraction
played in their discovery and the wider
understanding of the area’s geology.
Eric Steer, English Nature Conservation Officer
for Shropshire, said: “It’s wonderful to see the
Shropshire mammoth back in the county and
accessible to the public.”
The Museum will add to the aggregates theme
by creating a new geology garden. Several
local quarrying companies have agreed to
supply stone.
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Seeing
the

whole p

ultural World Heritage Sites
are defined as groups of
separate or connected buildings
which, because of their
architecture, their homogeneity or their
place in the landscape, are of outstanding
universal value from the point of view of
history, art or science, works of man, or
the combined works of nature and of man.

C

This definition reinforces the use of the term
geodiversity to convey the link between
people, landscape and their culture. If we
look at Britain, there are three natural World

Valley Mills (Cromford to Derby), Durham
Castle and Cathedral, Edinburgh (New and
Old Town), Gwynedd (Edward I castles and
town walls), Hadrian’s Wall, Ironbridge
Gorge (Ironbridge, extraction and industrial
sites), Maritime Greenwich (Queen’s House,
Royal Naval College, Royal Observatory and
park), New Lanark (early 19th century
industrial community moulded on an 18th
century village), Saltaire (mid 19th century
mill and town), Studley Royal Park (18th
century designed landscape and Fountains
Abbey), the heart of Neolithic Orkney
(Bronze Age monuments and stone-built

builders of the first stage emphasised this by
using bright white chalk dug on site for the
bank from the Cretaceous rocks of Salisbury
Plain. Half a millennium later, Bluestones –
quartz dolerite – were imported from Wales
and erected as a double crescent, and two
centuries later still, local Sarsen stones,
silicified sandstone each weighing over 25
tonnes, were brought to Stonehenge from the
Marlborough Downs, 30 km to the north.
A processional avenue was added, marked
with parallel banks and ditches and leading
into the principal north-east entrance.

Where geology and archaeology
combine: (clockwise) starting from far
left, Durham Cathedral, Avebury
standing stones, Beaumaris Castle,
Harlech Castle, Stonehenge and
Conwy Castle.
Photos by Mick Stanley and
Stewart Campbell

Heritage Sites and 19 cultural ones – all of
which have a major geological element. This
is either directly as industrial extraction,
indirectly as stone used in the construction,
and usually a cultural landscape element as
well. The natural sites are St Kilda, Giant’s
Causeway and the Causeway Coast, and (the
latest) the Dorset and East Devon Coast or
the Jurassic Heritage Coast featured in issue
18 of Earth Heritage.

Cultural landscapes
The cultural sites are: Blaenavon Industrial
Landscape (extraction of coal and iron),
Blenheim Palace (house and park), the City
of Bath (Roman and Georgian), Derwent
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settlements such as Skara Brae), the Tower of
London, Westminster (Abbey and Palace),
and the complex of Stonehenge and Avebury.

Neolithic Stonehenge
One of the most famous World Heritage
Sites is the Neolithic to Bronze Age
Stonehenge. Its diverse past shows several
stages of construction, each utilising menhirs
of the local stone, and the not-so-local stone
in the case of the Bluestones from the Preseli
Hills in west Wales. Religious sites capitalise
on their position in the landscape, and the

Outside were set the Heel Stone and its
partner, marking the alignment with the
midsummer sunrise. Over the next 700 years
Stonehenge changed several times and an
altar stone became the focal point. Perhaps
one day English Heritage, the custodians of
the built heritage in England, may be
persuaded to re-instate Stonehenge to this
final stage, rather than the monument we see
today. English Heritage has already
announced a £57 million plan to improve the
view of the henge by laying the main A303
road in a tunnel for two km and closing the
A344. This will create a 32 km sweep of

picture
Mick Stanley
Geodiversity Consulting
grassland between the henge and Avebury.
The present visitor centre will be replaced
with a new below-ground facility so that the
structure will be isolated in the landscape
once more.

Classic geodiversity
Many landscapes in Britain have religious
structures that use position and materials to
emphasise their existence. Take Durham

Edward’s first attempt to subsume the Welsh
was Llewelyn’s second uprising in 1282,
where Edward was unsuccessful. He was
determined not to have to fight for the same
land three times, so he extended his ring of
fortifications in an extremely expensive
display of English power and organisation.
Local stone for building and lime for mortar
were preferred, but certainly Rhuddlan used
a purple sandstone from St Asaph, the local
Carboniferous limestone and red Triassic
sandstone from Chester for dressings. The
castles at Harlech, Caernarfon and Conwy,
though nearly contemporary, display a

The 10 castles, including the town walls of
Caernarfon and Conwy, were the work of the
master military architect/engineer of his age,
Master James of St George. His work was
well regarded by Edward, who showered him
with cash and honours. We too recognise his
skills, as this Edwardian ring of stone
represented by Harlech, Conwy, Caernarfon
and Beaumaris, is now the cultural World
Heritage Site of Gwynedd. Each of the
castles was integrated with a bastide town, an
idea borrowed from Gascony in south-west
France, where Edward I was duke – the town

and castle mutually reliant on each other for
protection and trade. The bastides were
always populated with English settlers, the
Welsh permitted to enter the town during the
day but not to trade and or carry arms. It
wasn’t until the 18th Century that the Welsh
would have towns they could truly call their
own. Impressive structures in an impressive
landscape, moulded to provide a ring of
stone to impose a culture and subsume
another; a complete takeover.

▲

Cathedral for example. This, together with
the castle, is sited on the incised meander of
the River Wear. The late 11th century
Romanesque Cathedral was begun in 1093
and was finished within 40 years, with the
transepts having the earliest high-level ribbed
vaults in Europe. Massive vaults, massive
columns, flying buttresses, geometrical
decoration, are all fashioned in sandstone
from the adjacent outcrop. So this cultural
World Heritage Site sits on a
geomorphological feature controlled by its
geology, built by people who understood
natural materials – the local Westphalian

(Coal Measure) sandstones. It is an
impressive, aesthetically pleasing, suite of
structures that grow out of the landscape –
classic geodiversity. Compare this with King
Edward I’s dominating ring of immense
fortresses, representing Europe’s most
ambitious and concentrated Mediaeval
building project, designed to prevent a repeat
of two incredibly expensive military
campaigns. After Edward’s first campaign in
1277 against the Welsh, he was able to pin
down his adversary
Llewelyn (‘The
Last’) in
Snowdonia and on
Anglesey. This gave
him time to build
the now largely
ruined castles at
Flint, Rhuddlan,
Builth Wells and
Aberystwyth, and
upgrade existing
Welsh castles.

unique progression towards the later and
more highly evolved concentric design of
Beaumaris; Ruthin and Holt were enclosure
castles with towers. The vast programme cost
£80,000 in the years 1277-1304 and another
£15,000 from 1304 to 1330 – probably in
excess of £50 million in today’s terms!
It involved an extensive exercise in
recruitment and impressments from all over
England. Craftsmen and labourers were sent
to Wales through Chester and Bristol, with
the vast majority via Chester. In 1282-3
around 8,000 woodcutters arrived for
clearing, 1,000 diggers, 400 carpenters and
150 masons were used. No fewer than 3,500
men were working on Beaumaris in the
summer of 1285 – roughly equal to about
15% of the total number of men working in
London. Soldiers were present to guard
workers as they travelled to the sites.
Bonuses were paid for quick work, in kind,
and wages docked for absenteeism.

continued overleaf
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Geodiversity –
proving its worth
he UK’s geodiversity includes
rocks from all periods of
geological time. While its
scientific value has been
documented for hundreds of years, the
value of geological exposures and
geomorphological features for their
economic, social and cultural
contribution to human welfare has been
largely overlooked. We all know that the
geology and geomorphology of the
Dorset coast, along with a chance to
collect fossils, play a key role in
attracting people to the coast, but we
don’t know how important this is in
terms of the social, economic and
cultural well-being of the area.

T

Michelle Guthrie
University of Wales
Geodiversity contributes to our quality of
life in many ways, and can be considered
in four categories based on ‘benefits’ it
provides: appreciation, knowledge,
products and ecosystem/natural system
services. Geology is ‘appreciated’ by many
people, attracting a large number of visitors
to some geological sites. It provides artistic
inspiration and fossils, for example, have a
cultural role, featuring significantly in
folklore. ‘Knowledge’ is gained from
geology: it enables us to understand the
history of the planet, evolutionary biology,

Spectacular geology
and landscape of the
Dorset coast attracts
visitors and contributes
to the local economy.
Photo by Colin Prosser/
English Nature

▲

Seeing the whole picture- from previous page
Public understanding
These examples show the importance of
geodiversity to the public understanding
of the world around them. Scientists have
tended to compartmentalise our world to
fit our own specialisms, but the public see
the world as a whole, and this requires
clever interpretation to make the
relationship of the parts more easily
understood. Archaeologists have for years
fired the public’s enthusiasm by highprofile excavations such as York’s
Coppergate that revealed Jorvik –Viking
York. Such programmes as ‘Meet the
ancestors’ continue the exposure.
Biologists hooked the public many years
earlier with a string of television
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presenters who made the life
of animals and plants exciting.
Historians have made countless forays
into people’s lives through book and film,
especially the recent histories of Britain
and its Tudor monarchs. Few have looked
at the whole picture except W.G. Hoskins
in his seminal work The making of the
English Landscape, published in 1955,
and Michael Reed’s 1990 tour de force,
The landscape of Britain. Both give an
historical perspective of landscape
development. There is a need to take a
more holistic view of natural and cultural
heritage and present a complete picture
rather than the sectional perspective. Is
there a geological ‘Attenborough’ out
there who can stitch it all together? ■

and how the environment around us is
changing. Geodiversity provides a number
of ‘products’ useful to man, including
building materials and minerals for
industry, and products such as fossils and
minerals, collected by individuals for their
own enjoyment. Finally, geomorphological
processes provide a number of essential
‘ecosystem/ natural system’ functions
including beaches and floodplains,
providing us with natural flood defence.
To start the process of better understanding
these benefits, English Nature is funding
PhD research at Aberystwyth University to
quantify all the social, economic and
cultural values, both nationally and locally,
that arise from geological sites.
environmental valuation techniques,
economic impact studies and qualitative
methods will be used.
Environmental valuation techniques (e.g.
contingent valuation and choice
experiments) allow the use and passive-use
values associated with geodiversity to be
quantified. A use value is one derived from
making direct use of a resource, for
example, the benefit derived from a person
visiting an exceptional geological site.
Passive-use value arises from a person
knowing that a geological site exists, and is
available for future generations, even if that
person has no actual or planned use of the
site. Economic impact studies seek to find
how a geological resource helps the local
economy in terms of income and
employment. The technique involves
finding how much visitors spend on a trip
to the geological site and then using
multiplier analysis. Qualitative approaches,
such as in-depth interviews and focus
groups, will gauge how people perceive the
social, cultural and geodiversity values of
geological and geomorphological
resources.
The four case-study areas are likely to be:
Dorset, with its World Heritage Site link;
the Isle of Wight ‘the dinosaur isle’;
Dudley, West Midlands, where geology and
industrial heritage are widely promoted;
and Snowdonia National Park for its
outstanding geodiversiity. It is hoped that
the research findings will support the case
for the promotion, protection and
enhancement of geodiversity, as well as
raising awareness of the contribution that
geodiversity makes to local economies. ■
For more information contact:
Michelle Guthrie, University of Wales,
Llanbadarn Fawr, Aberystwyth SY23
3AL, e-mail: mmg02@aber.ac.uk
tel: 01970 621695.

Walking
and
t is easy to forget just how amazing
the Earth’s story is. We become
blasé about the big concepts of
plate tectonics and geological time.
Introducing geology to the general public
has for me reawakened this sense of
wonder at the history of the Earth.

I

Most people would probably put the age of
the Earth at only a few hundred million
years. When you stop and think about it,
the concept of even a million years, when
measured against our short span on the

Top: the view of Arthur’s Seat and Salisbury Crags from
Blackford. Above: a group stops at Hutton’s Section, part of
Salisbury Crags. Below: the main Crags quarry.
Photos by Angus Miller/Geowalks

Angus D.
Miller,

talking

planet, is mind-boggling. And when you
start talking billions, it’s really pretty
impossible to comprehend without some
analogy or model to put human existence
into perspective. Plate tectonics is another
great concept that makes people go ‘wow!’.
The idea of plates ‘floating’ over the
Earth’s surface is widely known but, once
translated into a local perspective, it’s clear
there are amazing stories that can captivate
– Scotland’s journey across the planet, the
collision of the rocks of Scotland and
England, once separated by ocean, the
‘recent’ split of North America and Europe.
In 1997, I was in the Caribbean, where I
spent two years at the Montserrat Volcano
Observatory as part of the team monitoring
the ongoing eruption of the Soufrière Hills
volcano. In these intense, worrying and
often frantic months, I’d learned a lot about
the fascination and fear volcanoes cause,
and how difficult it can be to communicate
science to the general public. I’d seen how
much of a barrier jargon and technical
terms were for the layman, and how
incomprehensible was the vastness of
geological time and scale. When I returned
to Edinburgh, I saw an opportunity to
explain these themes at my local volcano,
and Geowalks was born.
In the last five years, thousands of people
have joined me for guided walks of
Arthur’s Seat and other sites in central
Scotland. Arthur’s Seat is a fantastic
resource for introducing geology to the
general public, with superb examples
which illustrate a varied and interesting
history – not only of the creation of
Edinburgh’s rocks, but how geology has
influenced the shape of the landscape and
human use of the area. From this local
example, there are plenty of links to the
larger concepts.
Robert Louis Stevenson described Arthur’s
Seat as ‘a hill for magnitude, a mountain in
virtue of its bold design’. Occasionally

Geowalks
explores the story
of the Earth at
Arthur’s Seat in
Edinburgh

from the city streets, you catch an
improbable view of craggy ramparts,
framed by buildings. Its geological richness
is complemented by a fantastic setting
within Edinburgh, a spacious city park with
a feel of the countryside. For some, the
walk to the top is a challenge, and offers a
new perspective on the city. For others,
Arthur’s Seat is well known – many people
have spent a lifetime exercising their dog or
themselves in Holyrood Park – but their
eyes are opened to an aspect of the hill’s
story that they’ve never discovered before.
For the geologist, Arthur’s Seat is much
more than a city hill; a spectacular and
easily accessible example of an early
Carboniferous basalt volcanic cone, much
better preserved than any other volcanic
vent in the Midland Valley. Sedimentary
rocks, lava flows, vent agglomerate,
intrusions and airfall tuff layers can be
discovered in a short walk. The icing on the
cake is Salisbury Crags, immediately
adjacent to Arthur’s Seat but formed
millions of years later by underground
intrusion of magma rather than extrusive
volcanic activity. Apart from the beauty of
the Crags and their contrast with Arthur’s
Seat, there is the connection with James
Hutton, and the chance to see the rocks
which Hutton used as evidence for his
theories.
I am a geologist who likes telling stories,
and Arthur’s Seat is a great example of how
the Earth’s story can be told to the general
public – a short walk, a generous helping
of real rocks and enchanting views, laced
with a bit of imagination and story telling,
can fire people’s imagination and help
them see the Earth with new eyes. ■
For more information:
Angus D. Miller, Geowalks,
23 Summerfield Place,
Edinburgh EH6 8AZ
0131 555 5488 / 0797 997 1310
angus@geowalks.demon.co.uk
www.geowalks.demon.co.uk
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Hanson East Mendip
Study Centre,
on a schools geology
pack
oes teaching geology at
Key Stage Two feel like
being stuck between a
rock and a hard place?
Here’s your way out.

D

The Hanson Material World education
pack, now in its second year of use in
schools throughout the UK, gives
children at Key Stage Two the
opportunity to learn about quarries
and brick making and is supported by
a visit to a Hanson site.
Material World divides into sections
to allow study of various aspects of
the industry, from the identification of
a mineral resource and its possible
applications in everyday life, through
to the processes of extraction and the
environmental management
procedures in place at the site.
Each section presents clear teachers'
notes, lesson ideas and activities, and
realistic and achievable learning
objectives.

Learning objectives
Section one, Magnificent Materials,
introduces children to the concepts of
rocks and minerals. Learning
objectives for science, geography and
English include:
■ understanding the terms ‘rocks’ and
‘minerals’;
■ examining how we use rocks and
minerals;
■ identifying some of the life
processes common to living things;
■ differentiating between living
things and rocks and minerals;
■ writing with information and
making a questionnaire;
■ reading information.
Sections two and three, Researching
Rocks and Bricks for Building, look in
detail at the properties of these
materials. Hanson sites can lend
schools using the pack a rock or brick
box holding samples of various rocks,
clays and bricks which can be used in
conjunction with Material World
lesson ideas. Full teacher notes are
included and it allows extensive links

Photos by Hanson plc

Packing educational punch

Jo Hicks,

to wider aspects of the curriculum.
Material World then goes on to
investigate the extraction and
processing techniques of the industry,
providing a good basis for a site visit.
The visit, usually to a fully
operational site, is undoubtedly the
highlight for any child studying these
topics.
In Somerset, Whatley Quarry, Hanson
Aggregates’ largest quarry in the UK,
hosts nearly 2,000 Key Stage Two
children per year at its on-site study
centre. The children work from
Material World in the classroom and
follow up with a quarry tour, getting
up close and personal to the huge
quarry plant. Phrases such as ‘wow’,
‘wicked’ and ‘cool’ are frequently
heard.

Curriculum ties
Subsequent sections in Material World
are titled Quarry Control, Industry
For Everyone, Planning Ahead and
Wonderful Wildlife and provide
teachers and students with the
opportunity to tie in many aspects of
the math, science, English, geography,
and information and communication
technology curriculum. These sections
also introduce the concept of

sustainable development, an essential
learning objective for students at this
key stage, by consideration of
environmental management
techniques on working quarries,
restoration of the land and the wildlife
and geological value of sites. The
complex and often controversial
issues of gaining permission to extend
a quarry are also looked at, with
mock debates and role play, with
emphasis on determining the
difference between facts and opinions.

Target is 20,000 q
The Material World project was
developed as part of an education
programme in support of Hanson’s
social responsibility strategy. It was
drawn up by an in-house team,
including environmental, public
relations, educational and operations
management. An outside consultancy,
b3, co-ordinated the project and
produced the creative work. The
project took 18 months to develop
from the initial stages of gathering
information from site managers and
schools, providing understanding as
to how visits could be improved and
what the educational needs are, to
the launch.
As well as providing guidance for site
managers on how to provide
successful study visits, the pack
includes a teachers’ resource pack

Further information
Material World packs contain teachers’
notes, lesson plans and ideas, pupil
worksheets, display posters and tree
tags. The packs are available free to
schools near a Hanson site who wish to
arrange a site visit. Also available (free)
is the CD ROM version of the pack,
suitable for schools who would like this
resource but who are too far away to
visit a Hanson site.
To find out where your nearest Hanson
site is, or to request a pack, contact
your closest Material World
co-ordinator:
NORTH:
Barry Gannon, tel: 01937 581977,
e-mail: barry.gannon@hansonaggregates-n.com
MIDLANDS AND NORTH WALES:
Andy Roberts, tel: 01509 503161,
e-mail: andy.roberts@hansonaggregates-c.com
SOUTH AND SOUTH WALES:
Gill Odolphie, tel: 01373 452515,
e-mail: gill.odolphie@hansonplc.com

Dinosaurs
shifting
sands

&
A dinosaur footprint in a
loose block of
bioturbated sandstone,
recovered by Cathie
Booth of the Glen View
Inn, from the slipway at
An Corran
Photo by Stephen Varwell/
Scottish Natural Heritage

Development of the pack continues and
work is ongoing to publish a citizenship
module to complement the existing
resources.
This module will act as an addition to the
main pack and will make Material World a
resource that extends into lower secondary
education (Key Stage 3). By exploring the
planning procedures and issues involved
when a quarry extension is proposed,
citizenship will be brought to life in the
classroom. ■

uarry site visits
with curriculum-linked activities designed
around three key themes: materials and
their properties, environmental issues and
environmental change. The teachers’ pack
is designed to introduce the complex
topics to non-specialist teachers, and the
activities are intended to make the
subject interesting and fun for the
student.
In the year after its launch, over 150
schools near Hanson sites were given
information about the pack. The company
web site also fielded over 200 enquiries
regarding the project. This resulted in
around 120 schools visiting quarries and
brickworks to use Material World, allowing
over 5,500 children to benefit from the
resource and a site visit. It is anticipated
that this will increase to around 7,000
visitors per year with a target of 20,000
visits over the first three-year period.

Neil Clark,
Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow,
shifts the sands of time to reveal some hidden Scottish history

he first evidence of dinosaurs
in Scotland was a single
footprint found in 1982. Since
then, dinosaur remains have
turned up periodically on the Isle of
Skye. The latest are the elbow bones of a
thyreophoran dinosaur (a herbivorous
group that includes Stegosaurus and
Ankylosaurus), found in 1997.

T

The discoveries of dinosaur bones from
Scotland were first reported in Earth
Heritage in 1995 and 1996 and
subsequently published in greater detail.
All of these dinosaur remains have been

found in loose material on beaches, making
it difficult to pinpoint their precise
stratigraphic position, other than to a broad
formation. Most have been found in the
Bathonian sediments, with the notable
exception of the Hettangian shin bone and
the Bajocian thyreophoran elbow joint.
The first dinosaur footprint – a single
specimen 47cm long – was found in the
Lealt Shales Formation and probably came
from a large bipedal ornithopod (bird-

➥ continued overleaf
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Dinosaurs
shifting
sands

&

➥ from previous page
hipped dinosaur) similar to Camptosaurus,
akin to an Iguanodon. In January 1996, a
number of smaller footprints was found in
a loose block close to where the first was
found, but in sediment from the Valtos
Sandstone Formation.
In 2002, a dinosaur footprint was recovered
by Cathie Booth from the Glen View Inn,
Culnacnoc, in a loose block of
carbonaceous and bioturbated sandstone
from the slipway at An Corran, Staffin Bay,
Isle of Skye. This track (24cm long) is a
smaller version of the footprint from the
Lealt Shale Formation and was probably
made by a small ornithopod dinosaur. Paul
Booth of the Glen View, Dougal Ross of
the Staffin Museum and I all scoured the
nearby exposure and found more than 15
much larger tracks (32-53cm long) and
different morphology in situ.
This latest discovery from Staffin Bay has
been intriguing. Although the footprints are
in situ, it has been difficult to establish
which formation they belong to. However,
it appears that the footprints are Bathonian,
Middle Jurassic, from the Duntulum
Formation.

Largest yet
The footprints are the largest yet found in
Scotland. The toes are quite narrow
compared to the footprint from the Lealt
Shale Formation, and the splay of the
second to fourth digit is a lot smaller at
about 52° compared with 82°. All this
suggests that the animal at An Corran was
a large predatory dinosaur similar to
Megalosaurus. To date, no large theropod
bones have been found on Skye, but if we
keep looking, eventually we may have a
potential track-maker of the Staffin
footprints.
On returning to An Corran in July 2002, I
was confronted with about 1.5m of drifting
sand which made it impossible to locate the
footprints. Luckily, Paul and I had taken
photographs, so we spent quite some time
pinpointing the best place to dig. What was
even more worrying was that Huw
Williams of the BBC was going to record
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Digging for victory and the BBC at An
Corran... volunteers sensed the urgency, as
did a pet dog (inset). Some of the tracks
were eventually revealed.
Photos by Stephen Varwell/Scottish Natural Heritage

an interview for Radio 4 and wanted to see
the footprints at first hand! We started
digging. Within a few hours – and several
tons of sand removed – we were able to
identify at least one of the footprints
previously recorded, but to remove sand
from the entire 100m-long beach would be
a major operation that would perhaps
damage the footprints.
The day before Huw’s interview in August,
I returned to the site to find that, if
anything, the sand was even deeper and
there was a BBC crew wishing to film one
of the footprints. The crew, presenter, Paul
and I dug at the same area where the
footprint was uncovered in July and
eventually were able to show something for
our efforts. The next day, after over 20 live
radio interviews, we returned to the beach
to start digging, with the help of Portree
High School teacher Neil Roberts and his
team of geology students, Stewart Duncan
and Ana Vieira of Dundee, and George
Nicholson of Brogaig, amongst others.

Rubber moulds
We uncovered four footprints from which I
hoped we could produce rubber moulds,
but, every night, two tides covered the
prints with sand. With all the publicity, we
had to make sure that the prints remained
clear for visitors. The following day,
Stewart and Ana returned to dig again and
found large numbers of people waiting to
see what we were up to, and the remains of

dinosaur footprints. From the Tuesday until
the Thursday, Stewart and Ana kept the
visitors entertained with tales of the large
carnivorous dinosaur that once wandered
the beaches of Skye. Dugald Ross kept the
Staffin Museum open longer than normal
to take in the extra visitors. In all, over the
three days of digging, there were over 300
visitors. Many had made special detours
just to see the dinosaur footprints ‘in the
wild’.
Despite the public relations triumph, the
moulding was not a success. The sand and
water lifted the silicone rubber used to
make the moulds off the footprints before it
could set. The only answer is to return to
Skye after violent storms and make some
rubber moulds of the footprints during the
winter – if the sand is ever removed again.
There are advantages and disadvantages of
the drifting sands covering the footprints.
The footprints are well protected against
tidal damage and illicit collecting, but are
obscured from view, making research more
difficult. As a tourist attraction, the sand
makes the footprints of little value although
the sand did not move in until late June and
early July. Whether it will shift again this
winter is unknown – the character of the
beach has only recently been altered by the
removal of large boulders to add to the new
slipway not far south of An Corran. I hope
to return to Skye this winter to complete
my research, but that depends on the
British weather. ■

A geological

giant
Map of Scotland
involves 2,800
youngsters
In Earth Heritage 17, we reported on the launch of an attempt to bring geology to
Scottish school pupils. We report here on the successful completion of the project.
rom dinosaurs to volcanoes,
geology is a subject that
captivates children. For its size,
Scotland is also one of the most
geologically diverse countries in the
world. Put the two together and you have
the opportunity to excite and interest
young people throughout Scotland in
their geological heritage. Unfortunately
geology is not currently specified in the
Scottish curriculum, but many aspects of
the curriculum can be applied to any
science subject.

F

National Museums of Scotland
premise that, the younger you get them, the
more information they soak up. We also
thought it would be easier to persuade
primary school teachers to give over some
of their precious teaching time to geology.
This, of course, is not without its own
problems, since very few primary school
teachers have a geological background. We
needed to come up with a project that
provided all the required information and
materials for the teachers, put across the
geological diversity of Scotland and
captured the imagination of the students.

And so was born The Geology Map of
Scotland Project. During 2000, resource
packs for teachers were assembled – with
NMS geology staff and volunteers involved
in collecting rocks, breaking them into
hand-specimen-sized pieces, painting
numbers on them and putting the packs
together. The technical information for the
packs was devised by Diane Mitchell and
included all the information and teaching
materials required to cover four lessons in
geology at primary 6-7 level.

continued overleaf
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With that in mind, the National Museums
of Scotland (NMS) embarked on a project
further to convince our young population
that geology is fun! We started with the

Suzanne Miller,

▲

A geological giant

- from previous page

The hig
t is nice to be able to report
something good from Oldham,
following all the reports of
trouble in the last year or so. In
fact, Glodwick Lows is located in one
area that has reached the news –
Glodwick. So what has Oldham
actually got to offer?

I

Children from Benarty Primary School, Fife, on fieldwork at Bishop’s Hill, near Kinross.
Photo by National Museums of Scotland

Primary schools throughout Scotland were
invited to take part in the project through
the NMS education publication Seeing
Things, and we expected perhaps between
20 and 30 schools to respond. However, the
appeal of geology was obviously greater
than we anticipated; classes from P4 to S2
level in over 120 schools the length and
breadth of Scotland participated in the
project.

Out of the classroom
The second part of this project aimed to get
students out of the classrooms and into
their local countryside. Initially, the NMS
Geology Section hoped to help with the
fieldwork, but the large response made this
impossible. We called upon the services of
the Scottish Countryside Rangers, over 70
of whom took up the challenge of helping
the schools in organising and running their
field trips. During the summer and autumn
terms of 2001, around 2,800 pupils
collected bits of rock representing their
local geology.
What then of all these newly collected
specimens? They were posted to NMS
where they have been transformed into a
giant geological map made from the actual
rocks. The map measures 4 x 2.5 m and is
a mosaic (although somewhat simplified)
representation of the British Geological
Survey North sheet. It contains over 2,500
pieces of rock, each fragment carefully cut
to represent the actual outcrop and, where
appropriate, the Scottish coastline.
The map was constructed upside down (to
provide a reasonably flat surface) and the
rocks held in place using paraloid resin.
The 'sea' was created by pouring Jesmonite
resin around the rocks and the entire
surface was polished by commercial stone
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cutters. We were very grateful to the
Friends of the NMS who sponsored the
project, providing funds for the
manufacture of a large mobile metal frame
in which the map was mounted.
The map was officially unveiled on June
25th 2002 in the Museum of Scotland,
Edinburgh, and we were very pleased that
over 80 students and accompanying
teachers and Countryside Rangers were
able to attend the event. The Map has made
a brief visit to the Scottish Parliament as
part of a display to inform MSPs of the
importance of Earth science education. It is
now back on permanent display in the
NMS.

Geology enthusiasts
We were delighted with the response to the
project and feel that it has had several
beneficial outcomes. The resource packs
were designed to be re-usable and are being
incorporated into the future teaching
programmes of many of the schools
involved. The network of teachers,
Countryside Rangers and NMS staff has
been strengthened and has led to other
collaborative work. The project has been a
rewarding experience for NMS staff and we
hope the same can be said for the schools
and Countryside Ranger groups involved.
Lastly, but not least, we have a permanent
record of the enthusiasm and hard work of
a new generation of geology enthusiasts –
the Map! ■

■ The organisers would like to thank all
the schools and rangers who took part
in the project so enthusiastically. A
full list of those involved can be found
on the website at:
www.scottishgeology.com\SESEF\

Lowside Brickworks SSSI.

Glodwick Lows
Close to the centre of Oldham there is a
small hill known locally as Glodwick
Lows. From here there are good views
of the surrounding Pennines. This has
been an important site for the local
community for centuries – a Roman
road passes through; small amounts of
coal have been mined here; there used to
be a local hermit; and, until the 1920s,
Lowside Brickworks was in operation.
Now the site forms a local green space
and presents a good opportunity to
investigate the local geology – including
collecting fossils!
Glodwick Lows contains Lowside

ghs of Oldham’s Lows
Anna Wetherell,
English Nature

Brickworks SSSI, of national importance
for its Upper Carboniferous Pennine Basin
stratigraphy. The geology consists of
repetitive deltaic sequences of sands, silts
and thin coals. Of particular interest are
the non-marine bivalves, which act as a
useful marker horizon (Carbonicola
cristagalli Subzone).

Photo by Anna Tyers

The brickworks left behind a deep quarry.
Over the last few years this has largely
been infilled with inert waste, but the
restoration plan has included ensuring that
important geological sequences have been
retained and are accessible. Measures
taken to protect the geology have included
redesigning the final profile for the infill
to retain some of the lower exposures, and
persuading the landfill operator to clear
some areas that had been filled by
mistake. Infilling of mine adits has also
taken place to improve safety. The result is
an accessible area of green space for the
local community, with some excellent
exposures of the local geology. There are
also safely accessible fossil piles for
anyone interested in collecting. These piles
are supplemented when any regrading of

faces needs to take place, and are turned
over every few years as part of the site
management. Making the site accessible to
local people has always been a key factor,
but especially so when a new housing
development was proposed immediately
adjacent to some of the exposures.

(LNR), opening up opportunities for
further funding and helping to protect it
for future years. The importance of
including the largely multi-racial local
community has been recognised, and the
Black Environmental Network (BEN) is
being contacted for assistance with this.

The hero of this piece is Oldham
Metropolitan Borough Council. As owner
of the site (as well as being the local
planning authority), it has made sure that
the geology and open spaces have been
retained safely through careful design and
control of both the landfill and the housing
scheme. A management group was set up a
number of years ago, consisting mainly of
Oldham MBC staff (representatives from
the museum, countryside, planning and
landscape departments) but also including
English Nature and Bill Hotchkiss, the
representative from Oldham Geological
Society. He has been largely responsible
for producing the highly informative
Glodwick Lows Trail leaflet, has written
an education pack for the site, and, at
times most importantly, has been the one
to raise alarms when the geological
interest has been under threat. One
example was when the infilling with waste
started to cover parts of the SSSI. It was
therefore fitting that, at the presentation of
an English Nature SSSI Award to Oldham
MBC last Autumn, Bill was chosen to
receive it on behalf of the management
group.

So there are good reasons for celebration
in Oldham. If you are ever up this way, I
suggest you visit this exciting site.

Community enjoyment
The importance of the site lies not only in
its geology. It is somewhere that a highly
urban community can go, whether to enjoy
the views of the surrounding Pennines or
simply to walk the dog, have a picnic, ride
bikes or run around. The moorland habitat
of the Pennines is being brought into the
centre of Oldham through the re-seeding
of heather, sourced from the local hills.
There has been a community arts
programme on the site and interpretation
boards explain the geology and the local
history. The whole site has been
designated as a Local Nature Reserve

● If you feel inspired to visit Glodwick
Lows, why not visit the Park Bridge
Heritage Centre too, while you are in the
area? A new geological trail leaflet will
take you into Rocher Vale and to the River
Medlock. The leaflet (available at 80p
from the Countryside Warden Service,
Park Bridge Heritage Centre, The Stables,
Park Bridge, Ashton-under-Lyne OL6
8AQ, tel: 0161 330 9613) clearly and
simply describes the features that can be
seen in the nearby quarry and explains
how the local landscape was formed –
everything from ancient deltas to
meltwater valleys. It has clear illustrations
and photographs and is aimed at the nongeologist.
Having the Park Bridge Heritage Centre as
your starting and finishing point (car park,
toilets, picnic area, tea rooms) brings
home the significance of the local geology
for the industrial heritage and local
economy of the area. There are several
other places to visit here too, such as
Daisy Nook, Hartshead Pike and Knott
Hill. A range of other leaflets will guide
you to the local features of interest. ■

CONTACTS:
Anna Wetherell, English Nature
(e-mail: anna.wetherell@englishnature.org.uk)
Bruce Langridge, Gallery Oldham
(e-mail:
ecs.bruce.langridge@oldham.gov.uk)
Doug Murray, Oldham Countryside
Service (tel: 0161 6208202)
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A fruitful
PARTNERSHIP
Bob Davidson,
University of Aberdeen
explains how amateurs can
team up with professionals
to enrich knowledge of
Earth science

Left: Some of Bob Davidson’s finds and,
below, the author at an excavation site
Photos by Bob Davidson

mateur naturalists were
crucial in the pioneering days
of geology and palaeontology,
and science owes them a great
debt. These enthusiasts operated
principally in the early to late 19th
Century and, apart from their scientific
writings and the important collections
they assembled, some have had species
named in their honour; Hugh Miller,
James Powrie, Hugh Mitchell and
Robert Dick are all immortalised in this
way.

A

Amateurs can still make vital contributions
to Earth science today. Geology and
palaeontology are very accessible sciences,
and a collecting trip can easily be
incorporated into a day in the country or a
family picnic. My family will testify that,
in the early days, we had picnics in some
very strange places! Scotland possesses a
range of geological formations which are
important in our understanding of both the
development of the Earth and the evolution
of life, including some of our most distant
ancestors. Because amateurs can study and
perform fieldwork as they like, without the
constraints that the professional must
endure, they can often gather material or
knowledge that would otherwise not come
to light.
If the amateur specialises in a particular
area, then the quality of his or her findings
can be so much the better. However, to be
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of scientific value, these data need to be
disseminated or published, which is where
professional involvement is required.
This is more or less how I became involved
in research. In 1991, the late Dr Mahala
Andrews of the National Museum of
Scotland examined some fossil fish that I
had collected. She identified some rare
preservation of internal skeleton in one
specimen, and advised me to contact Dr
Nigel Trewin who was then working on
these fishes. The specimen was duly
donated to Aberdeen University and I
received my first printed acknowledgement
in the subsequent research paper.

Vertebrate fossils
Thus inspired, I began researching all the
literature available from libraries and
museums, by contacting authors and by
acquiring old publications, a process I am
still going through today. Meanwhile I
continued to collect vertebrate fossils in the
Midland Valley and Moray Firth areas. I
found that no work had been done on these
classic localities since the 19th Century and
the early work needed updating. When
Nigel Trewin agreed to join a full research
dig at Tillywhandland Quarry SSSI, near
Forfar, in April 1994, I found myself on
site with several scientists, geology
students and the university’s ageing JCB. I
became co-author of our first joint paper,
published in 1996, on the lake that existed

at Tillywhandland 400 million years ago.
Thereafter we performed our largest project
to date, a major excavation and study of the
Tynet Burn SSSI and a paper, on the
depositional environment and preservation
of its fossil fishes, was published in 1999.
This was followed by two poster
presentations on unique preservation in
Middle Devonian fishes. In our current
paper, in progress, I will be the primary
author for the first time.

Satisfying results
My experience is by no means unique;
amateurs are collaborating with
professionals elsewhere in Scotland and
around the world. The serious amateur
should be encouraged as, given the correct
nurturing, these working relationships can
produce immensely satisfying results to the
participants and to science. ■

Colin MacFadyen,
Scottish Natural Heritage

he eighth Partnership for
Action Against Wildlife Crime
(PAW) media event was
themed to highlight the threat
posed by irresponsible fossil collecting.

T

As such, the event, staged in Caithness,
Scotland, was in strong contrast to other
such occasions, which have drawn attention
to the threats posed to the natural heritage
by the likes of freshwater pearl hunters,
bird poisoners and egg collectors.
PAW asked the Earth Science Group at
Scottish Natural Heritage to organise a
media event on irresponsible fossil
collecting following national publicity over
damage to, and theft from, vulnerable fossil
sites. We seized the opportunity with
alacrity and, in partnership with Highland
Council countryside rangers and the Police
Wildlife Liaison Officers from the
Northern Constabulary, organised PAW
event number eight on fossils in Caithness
because of its long history of damaging
and irresponsible fossil collecting.
The day started off with a fossil foray for
pupils from Dunbeath Primary School, in a
small quarry at Skinnet Farm, near the
famous Achanarras Quarry (see issue 18
and page 5 of this issue). The foray made
an excellent photo opportunity for the
media, and introduced the children to the
tremendous fossil heritage of their area. Dr
Neil Clark, from the Hunterian Museum in
Glasgow, demonstrated good and
responsible collecting practice and was
helped by Marina Finlayson of the
Highland Council Ranger Service and
Digby Grant and Jack Saxon of the
Caithness Fossil Group. Good specimens of
the fish Osteolepis panderi (the lobefinned ancestor of all terrestrial
vertebrates) were found. Thanks are due to
the landowner John Coghill for access to
his quarry and permission to collect fossils.
The event then switched to The Portland
Arms Hotel in Lybster, where, over a
sandwich lunch, there was a chance to look
at some fossils collected over the years by
Jack Saxon.

Anti-crime event
registers

media
triumph

Top: Neil Clark and a police officer from the
Northern Constabulary being interviewed by a
reporter from Grampian Television.
Above: Rock-saw damage to the fossiliferous
horizon at Skinnet Quarry is typical evidence
of irresponsible collecting.
Photos by Colin MacFadyen/Scottish Natural Heritage

The foray captured considerable media
interest. Grampian Television filmed the
children collecting and interviewed me,
Inspector John Grierson of the Northern
Constabulary and Neil Clark on the
problem of fossil theft. The piece was aired
in the Grampian Television evening news
bulletin on the same day. On the day before
the event, using Achanarras Quarry as a

backdrop, the BBC Landward programme
produced an item on irresponsible
collecting and, on the day of the event, live
radio interviews were conducted from
Achanarras for both ‘Good Morning
Scotland’ on Radio Scotland and the
‘Today’ programme on Radio 4. BBC
Radio Scotland also carried a piece on its
Saturday morning ‘Out of Doors’
programme. Several national and local
newspapers also gave substantial coverage
to the event and the subject.
The three key messages conveyed, were:
Scotland’s fossil heritage is at risk from
those individuals who think nothing of
damaging a fossil-bearing resource in the
search for fossil material;
Scotland currently lacks legislation that
protects sites from the predation of
irresponsible collectors; and
there should never be a blanket ban on
collecting.
Has the event deterred irresponsible
collectors, raised an awareness among
landowners to be on the lookout for fossil
thieves, stimulated an interest among
legislators to address seriously the issue of
safeguarding fossil (and mineral) localities,
enthused young collectors to collect and
learn more about Scotland’s fossils? It is
almost impossible to measure the effect of
a one-off event, but it was an important
contribution in the ongoing campaign to
raise awareness of the subject and change
people’s attitudes.■

PAW campaigns for law enforcement
PAW is a multi-agency body that includes all organisations involved in wildlife
law enforcement in the UK. Its main objective is to promote the enforcement
of wildlife conservation legislation, particularly through supporting the
networks of Police Wildlife Liaison Officers.
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Latest publications
Giving meaning to the landscape
Eric Skipsey, Barry Webb and Brian Young. Rocks and
landscape of Alston Moor – Geological walks in the
Nent Valley. Cumbria RIGS Group. 2002. £2.00.
The latest publication from the Cumbria RIGS Group
is a gem. Describing two walks, it transmits a strong
message of geodiversity as it seamlessly
interweaves geological and landscape points of
note with human history and local wildlife.
Rocks and landscape is proof that you should
never judge a book by its cover. I found this
one's to be indifferent, but it belies a superb set

of inside pages. There are some hugely imaginative and
attractive aerial landscape paintings and cross-sections that
immediately capture the imagination and perfectly
complement the clear and interesting text. There is even a
fold-out which allows sufficient space for two of the most
detailed panorama paintings to make impact. The effort
involved in compiling and illustrating this A5, full-colour 30pager must have been immense, but the dividend is huge
general interest. Well done to Cumbria RIGS Group and its
backers in the project – English Nature, the Countryside
Agency, the Russell Society, European Rural Development
Fund and the East Cumbria Countryside Project.
– Seabury Salmon

Of fossil fishes and flooring...
LIVING DINOSAURS
Angela Milner. Dino-Birds: from Dinosaurs
to Birds. Natural History Museum. 2002.
£5.95. ISBN 0 565 09174 3
The robin in your garden is actually a
modern dinosaur. That's part of the latest
thinking on dino-birds. Angela Milner's 64page book explores all the latest evidence,
the people involved and the debates that
have ensued to show how
dinosaurs evolved into birds.
The book locks in with the
exhibition running at the
Museum until 5 May, DinoBirds: The Feathered
Dinosaurs of China.

Fossil fishes of Caithness - geology on your
doorstep. Caithness Fossil Group and
Achanarras Quarry. Scottish Natural Heritage.
As the Middle Devonian flagstones of Caithness
have been widely used as flooring, you may find
one of these exquisitely preserved fossil fish
quite literally on your doorstep! This part of
north-eastern Scotland, the Orkneys and
Shetlands has been long renowned for its fossil
fish. These guides provide general information
about the fish faunas, their geological and
palaeoenvironmental context, the importance of
the flagstone industry to the Caithness economy
and its contribution to the character of the
modern landscape. Fossil fishes of Caithness
provides a well-illustrated table of the more

common fishes of Lake Orcadie as well as some
brief general information about each genus. The
guide also focuses on Achanarras Quarry as a
location where these fish may be found.
Achanarras Quarry then concentrates
on the quarry itself, most importantly
providing information on access and
protocols for behaviour on-site,
particularly with regard to collecting
and the conservation of the in situ
resource through working the
waste tips instead. To collect from
the tips, you need a permit from
Scottish Natural Heritage.
– David Evans, English Nature

On the trail of a brace of good leaflets
Ruth Thornhill. Explore Goodrich Castle.
Hereford and Worcester RIGS Group (now
Earth Heritage Trust). 2001. £1.95.
ISBN 0 9535054 3 X
Hereford and Worcester Earth Heritage Trust
deserves congratulations for tackling a range
of building stone and landscape trails and
presenting them in a colourful, accessible and
waterproof way. Obtaining funding from the
Local Heritage Initiative (a joint HLF,
Countryside Agency and Nationwide
Building Society project), Herefordshire
County Council and the EU also deserve
admiration for their spot-on local community
heritage value.
Explore Goodrich Castle is the first of the
building stone trails presented in a slightly
longer and wider then A3, five fold,
laminated format, that just about fits in a
jacket pocket. The front panel’s small image
of the castle and antique location map do not
suggest a bold, clear, easily read interior. That
apart, the introduction has a simple plan of
the castle with each site or point of building
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stone interest described in
the text clearly numbered
and marked. The route
takes the visitor to the
gatehouse, well, chapel,
chapel tower, keep and
outer ward. The text
description at each site is
clear and presents
similarly clear instructions
to the next site and what to
see. Also included are
explanations of the
landscape seen from two
viewpoints on the walls. Bigger text boxes
describe the sedimentation history of the
Devonian and how sedimentary rocks are
formed.
Few publications for the public bother to say
what materials are used in construction or
where they are from. Perhaps I expect too
much, but I would have thought that a
building stones trail should include more data
on the built structure. This is the only
criticism of an otherwise splendid work.

Overall, it is an attractive
publication that can be used as a
model for others to emulate and
improve, as trailblazers always
elicit some criticism.

Ruth Thornhill. Explore
Symonds Yat. Hereford and
Worcester RIGS Group (now
Earth Heritage Trust). 2001.
£1.95.
ISBN 0 953505421
This is the second landscape trail from Ruth.
Her first, Explore Glacial Lake Wigmore, won
the LASMO Geological Challenge Award in
2001, and the second does not disappoint.
This driving or walking trail takes about two
hours, with five sites of interest en route.
Ruth has married the landscape, geology and
natural history of the area in a pleasing and
instructional manner with minimal use of
jargon, which is explained where she does.
– Mick Stanley, Geodiversity Consulting

Latest publications
Multi-lingual leaflet is ready for Europe
John Macadam. Strangers on the Shore –
Pebbles on Charlestown beach. Cornwall
County Council. Free. ISBN 1898166846
This guide to the strange lives of pebbles on
Charlestown beach, Cornwall, is one of the
few geological leaflets I have seen with
foreign language translations incorporated. The French,
Spanish and German sections are small, but a step in the right
direction, and the front cover with ‘Cornwall welcomes you/Kernow
a’gas dynargh’ at the bottom also pleased me personally with its nod to
the Cornish language.
The leaflet has been sponsored by a host of organisations – the
European Community Regional Development Fund and eight other
national or local funds. The full-colour, six-page, 1/3rd A4 leaflet’s text
and photos are by John Macadam.
The leaflet is written at a level most people can understand, with lots of
questions which are then answered. Why are pebbles round? Were the
flint pebbles once ballast? Flint, granite, slate and quartz pebbles are
J.S. Mason. Mineral Treasures of Wales.
2002. Countryside Council for Wales. Free.
Mineral crystals
can be spectacular
whatever their
size. This booklet,
the latest in CCW’s
Earth Science
topic series, uses
high-quality
photography by
the author, the National Museums and
Galleries of Wales, M.P. Cooper and
Stewart Campbell to capture public
interest. The associated information is
readily understandable.
The booklet is the final phase of the fiveyear MINESCAN project which evaluated
all significant mineral sites in Wales. The
work was carried out for CCW by the
National Museums and Galleries of Wales
and has led to a radically revised network
of mineralogical SSSI and potential RIGS.
J.S. Mason. A guide to Coed y
Brenin Geology Trail. 2002.
Forest Enterprise. Free.
This project is also a spin-off
of the MINESCAN work and
describes some of the
mineralogical highlights of
Coed y Brenin that can be
seen from the existing
forest tracks. Again
written by John Mason,
its space restrictions have
excluded photographs and illustrations
that could have helped the reader.
Nevertheless, it makes an informative and
enjoyable companion. For more details
contact Forest Enterprise in Dolgellau,
tel: 01341 422289.

all described in detail and interesting facts are thrown at the reader. The
granite is 270 million years old. Why is granite at the bottom of the sea
wall and limestone on top? There are even suggested activities (such as
making faces from the pebbles) to occupy children. I particularly like
the leaflet's closing sentence: 'Cornwall welcomes visitors from all over
the world – including pebbles'. Perhaps other areas do too! The leaflet
also links with a web site for more information.
Terminology is at a minimum, but 15 photos over the central spread
means images are very small, and detail is hard to pick out. The back
page map is again very small. Perhaps an A3 leaflet would have
allowed the additional space which this interesting leaflet merits. As we
have noticed in North Wales with our leaflets, as soon as you use other
languages, photos and diagrams are worth a good deal. However, you
must be able to see the features depicted clearly.
This is a good little leaflet and I would suggest that someone
somewhere – but not necessarily me! – starts collecting them so we can
see how much of Britain has a coverage of geological leaflets.
– Cynthia Burek , NEWRIGS, UKRIGS and Chester College

Shocking statistics
Andrew Robinson. EARTHSHOCK –
Hurricanes, volcanoes, earthquakes,
tornadoes and other forces of nature.
Thames and Hudson. 2002. £14.95.
ISBN 0 500 283044

the different types of waves, how they’re
measured, the forces involved and earthquake
prediction. The San Andreas Fault, probably
the most well-known plate tectonic boundary
in the world, is given special mention.

What causes an earthquake? Why do we have
volcanoes? What are tsunamis? Can people
create deserts? Is global warming a force of
nature or of man? These are just a few of the
many issues dealt with in EARTHSHOCK.
The dramatic photographs alone provide an
insight into the forces of nature that affect our
planet – the aftermaths of earthquakes in
Armenia and California, volcanic eruptions of
Mount Etna, Mount Pinatubo and Kilauea, for
example.

Some of the most
dramatic photographs
illustrate the chapter on
volcanoes. Lava flows
and spatter cones in
Hawaii and pyroclastic
flows in New Zealand
and Mount St Helens
attest to the fantastic
power released from
volcanoes. Like the
other chapters, the
effect on humans is backed by technical
information on many of the eruptions
described. Further chapters on thunderstorms,
hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, dambursts and
tsunamis provide fascinating reading.

The effect of nature on man is driven home in
the first chapter through the human and
economic cost of earthquakes, volcanoes and
the weather. In the 1990s alone, half a million
people lost their lives in natural disasters and
Hurricane Andrew, which hit Florida in 1992,
cost $22 thousand million.
Subsequent chapters deal with different
natural phenomena, and each one begins with
examples of the power of the phenomenon.
The chapter on earthquakes begins with
Tangshan in 1976, the worst earthquake of the
20th Century, in which up to threequarters of
a million people lost their lives. The rest of
the chapter is devoted to the explanation of
earthquakes, why they occur where they do,

This book was originally completed in 1993,
and this revised edition has incorporated
information on many of the major natural
disasters since. However, the most substantial
revision is to the final chapter, Global
Climatic Change. There is no hysteria, just
reasoned debate on the effect of natural
processes such as volcanic eruptions, and the
influence of emissions, deforestation etc.
– Raymond Roberts, Countryside Council
for Wales
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Earth Heritage magazine is published twice a year to promote
interest in geological and landscape conservation.

The view from the top of
Arthur’s Seat, Edinburgh,
looking down the basalt
lava flow of the Lang
Rig (Long Row).
See page 17.

Photo by
Angus D. Miller/Geowalks

